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Ultrasonic Imaging Through Highly
Reverberant Thin LayersTheoretical Considerations
by J. Saniie,E. S. Furgason,and V. L. Newhouse

Abstract
Nondestructiue testing of targets cotlsisting of a finite number of thin layers is a particularly challenging problem in
material eualuation. In principle, such objects can be eualuatzd by examining the backscatteredechoesprod,ucedby an
ultrasonic pulse-echo systenTand eztracting ihot" acoustical
parameters sensitiue to the inhomogeneity of the sample. In
practice, extracting these parameters is difficult if not in"possible because:1) spatial resolution of the systemis linited,
and 2) multiple reflections within the target confound the
measurements.In this study, the complex pattern of echoes
b unraueled through the use of a simple classification scheme.
An eff ectiuesimulation algorithm, basedon this classification.
is presented and uerified by experimental measurements.It
is.shown th-at after signal-to-noise ratio enhancement, a single
class of echoes can be isolated from the backscattered sigial.
These techniques arc then ad,apted for the particular riuerberant structure faced in measuring suppoit plate corrosion
growth around steam Eenerator tubes from inside the tube.

SI CONVERSION FACTOR
I mil:25.4 am

INTRODUCTION
Iu most appiications of ultrasonic imaging, reverberations
do not play an important role, or at least are assumed to be
insignificant. The principal erception in medical imaging arises
when the interrogation must be made throush bone. In this
case, the multiple reflections produced by reverberations in
the bone becone t,he dominant feature and obscure signals
from surrounding tissue. In nondestructive materials evaluation, the problem ariseg more frequently. In fact, structures are
occasionally encountered which, by their very nature, are so
highly reverberant that the reverb,erationsc<rmprisetbe entire
received signal-
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The particuiar problem of interestt arisesin connectionwith
in-service inspection of nuclear reactor steam generators.The
objective was to develop a technique to Deasure, from inside
a steam generator tube, the growth of support plate corrosion
around the outside of the tube. Steam generatorscurrently in
use in certain nuclear reactors contain Inconel tubes which fit
loosely in holes drilled through carbon steel support plates
(Figure 1). Due to the high heat flux, there is a tendency for
magnetite depositsto form on the inside surfaceof the support
plate holes. When these deposirs becometoo thick, they firsr
touch and then dent the Inconel tubes, which can lead to their
eventual fracture. If the magnetite formation were detected at
an early stage, further growth could be prevented or reversed
by chemical means.
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easily extended to analyze backscattered ultrasound echoes
from a layered structure which is highly reverberant.
probiem of ana.lyzingmultiple reflections from a single
. The
thin layer has received some attenlion in the past.s-sI" p"tticuiar, Lees3used an analyticai approach simiiar to the work
by Redwood,6 and developed a mathematica.l expression for
reverberarion echoes.Brekhovskikh: treated the steadv stare
formulation of reflection and transmission coefficients from
multiple layers in genera.l,and a single layer in particuiar.
Previous work by Lees{ and Rose5dealt principally with the
reverberation echoes from a singie isoiated thin layer. Using
conventional pulse-echosystems, these investigators studied
the received reverberalion echoesfor the caseivhere the duration of the incident sound pulse approximared or exceeded
the travelling time in the thin layer. Under these conditions,
it was reported that pattern recognition techniques are useful
for film thickness measurement. In fact, the thickness of a fitm
in the micrometer range can be measured w.ith moderate accuracy from the ratio of the first pronounced peak to the nert
following peak of the echo signai.3Although pattern recognition
techniques,such as the described peak-to-peak ratio test, are
useful for thickness measurement of a singie thin film, they
cannot be easily extended to a structure composed of multipie
layers in which each layer produces multiple echoes.
For a singie layer system, the primary beam injected by the
\,iESTINGHOUSE
uitrasound transducer is partially reflected and partiajly transmitted at the front surface of the layer. The transmitted portion is subsequently reflected back and forth between the two
surfaces of the layer. The received signal is therefore composed
of multipie echoeswhich are detected at equa.ltime interva-ls.
The mathematica.l expression for the successive received
echoes is

Figure 1-Cross-secfion of steam generator tube/support
plate configuration (typical clearance IS mils).

Ultrasonic imaging of these particular targets faces two major obstacles:
1. Severe reverberation in the tube wall causes echoes which
overlap and mask the later occuring echoesfrom the tube/
support plare crevice.
2. T\rbe wall thickness and the tube/support plate gaps were
too small to measure accurately with transducers of readily
obtainabie bandwidthWe begin the discussion with the formalism of the eeneral
problem and construct a simple model of the reverbiration
process.A wave classification scheme is introduced which permits the-echo pattern of the reverberant structure to be systematically generated by computer simuiation. The formaj
ciassification scheme and simulation are then appiied to the
particular problem of interest, steFm generator tube/support
piate structures, which consists of three layers.
Computer simulations of this particular structure lead to a
second echo classification scheme which permits easy interpretation of the received signais. Erperimental rDeasuretuenut
on a planar model of the tube/support plate structure are used
to verify the results of the simuiations. The elperimental resuits are then ertended to the actual structure by development
of a transducer assembly which fits within the steam generaror
tube. A simple signal processing technique is described and
impiemented which allows direct measurement of the tube/
support plate gap to within approrimateiy I mil.

(1)

l-l

where p;; and z;; are reflection and transmission coefficients of
the adjacent ith and 7th media respectively, and u(t) is the
impulse response of the system. The received echoes arrive at
multiples of ? which is the time it takes the echo to travel the
thickness d of the layer. In principal, one would be able to
me{u}u!e the thin Iayer thickness very accurateiy by knowing
the velocity, since the thickness is simply the product of the
veiocity and the time separation between received echoes.
The formula presented for a thin film can be ertended to
evaluate the characteristics oftbe received echoesfrom a multilayer media such as shown in Figure 2a. In the ultrasonic
examination of this structure, the wave packet generated by
the transducer enters boundary 81. At this point of discontinuity, part of the wave is reflected back toward the transducer
whiie the rest is transmitted. The reflected echo is detected
by the transducer at 80, while the original transmitted burst
continues to travei toward boundaries 82 and 83. At 83 the
wave is once again partially reflected and transmitted. The
transnitted wave escapesinto region Bco while tbe reflected
echo passesthrough both 82 and .81, and is detected at a later
time. Notice these echoes bounce back and forth and generate
more wave packets at each of the discontinuities BL, 82, and
83.
In general, the echo will be detected after travelling n times
in region II and m times in region III. Consequently, during
a given scanning time te the received signai is the summation
of all these waves
(21

REVERBERATION
MODEL
For the sake of developing some insight and clarifying notation before anaiyzing the backscattered echoesfrom a highly
.reverberant discrete structure, we will first focus our attention
on the simple case in which a thin hln is eramined by an
ultrasound burst. The formalism thus developed can then be
ltC
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r(t):ptu(t)*rrrtrripoupir-Lu(t-2kT)
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where 7"- is the received echo amplitude related to p;, f
the travel time in the ith layer, and the condition

(3)

is

nTr*mTt<tJ2

must be satisfied for all n and rn. In general,the term 7o.

cannot be formulated in a closed forrn in terms of n and rn.
When n:0 and rn:0, 76ois the reflected echo from the boundary between region i and II, prr.
An appropriate way to describethis reverberation phenomenon is by a closednetwork or equivalently by a tree structure,
Figures 2b and 2c. In these figures, the nodes B0 and Bco are
absorbingnodes representingthe transducerand the unbounded support plate material. There is an amplitude and travel
time associatedwith eachnode of the tree. However,from symmetry, many nodes represent equivalent values for both amplitude and travel time. After some given time nany echoes
which have traveiled through these media followine different
paths can be detected. Discriminaticn of the indi'ridual travelling waves is quite complicated. To better understand the
nature of the received echo, we have extended our work to wave
classificationusing a computer simulation of the tree structure.
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There exists a unique amplitude (Ar) and arrival time (t,) corresponding to each type of travelling wave, as shown in Table
L
In general, a wave packet can travel by any path (Type 0
through Type N) or any combination of these paths. For example, the type of.the pattern shown in Figure 4 is a combination of Types 1, 0, and 3. Based on this form of decomposition, any wave pattern can be represented in terms of our
defined fundamental patterns. Following this scheme, there
are many waveswhich travel via different paths bur arrtve a!
the same time and have the sa-e amplitude.
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Figure S-Elementary waue paths: Any waue path is a combination of the elernentary paths.
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Figure 2-(a) Multilayer structure consisting of four layers;
(b) equiualent networh representation; and (c) tree structure
of waue regeneration.

Ctassification Techniques
If the received echo signal from a layered structure is to be
simulated during only a short time interval following the initial
echo,-a straightforward approach is simpiy to superimpose the
signals corresponding to the various nodes of the tree (Figure
2c). However, if the time period to be simulated is somewhat
longer, this approach rapidly becomesirnpractical becausefollowing the tree through only the first 20 stages leads to more
than a miilion individual nodes. Fortunatefu, since many of
these nodes represent wave packets with equivalent amplitudes
and arrival times, a more efficient procedure is possible.
To simulate the backscattered echoesfrom the layered structure of Figure 2, the composite signal is decomposed into a
series of unique echoesbased on the following different characteristics. Type 0 echoes are those wave packets which traverse region II only once. Type 1 echoesare those wave packets
which travel only once in region II and ohce in region III. Type
2 echoes are those wave packets which travel once in region
II and twice in region III, and so on, iui shown in Fizure 3.

+

Figure 4-Decomposition
elementary waue paths.

H

of a giuen waue path in terms of

We can use the generalized binomial (multinomial) coefficients for estimating the number of equivalent paths,

t)r,tr
(4)
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where K; is the number of Type i wavelets.This method representsa more efficient technique for constructing the binary
tree structure, shown in Figure 2, in the sensethat it requires
a minimal amount of computer computation and storage.
The amplitude correspondingto these equivalent wavescan
be calculated by using Table 1 and Equation 4,
( A\ K
A*: ( '""')"," i fi
-o

(5)
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energ]'.Therefore, the class'c'echoes reaching the transducer
will be negligible compared to the 'a' and 'b' class echoes,at
least for the first few reverberations.
Based on the 'a','b','c', . . ciassification,the generalized
model for receivedechoesgiven in Equation 2 can be presented
differentiy,
(71 rlt\ : peu(t) +
)

where the leading term representsthe combined effect of the
entrance into and exit from the first layer. These equivalent
echoesare detected at times

(6)

+ )

a ru(t - 2hT2)2 bourt 2T r- 2hTr)
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where op, be, c6 d6 .
are nonlinear functions of p;;. The
'a'
amplitude of class echoescan be expressedas

tq:>K,t,
i-0
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Our computer simulations evolved alother classification
schemebasedon the reverberationsillustrated in Figure 5. An
ultrasound burst entering region II from the left, will result
in muitiple reflections between the front and back surfaces
which result in a class of echoesay a22a3,. . . which emerge
from the left surface of the region at times 2(dr/Cr), 4(dr/Cr),
. where ds and c2 are respectively the width and
6(d!/Cr),.
the velocity of the sound in region II.
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Figure 5 -Tube / support plate cross-section showing multiple
'c'
'b'
closs
and class echoes.
As indicated by the lengths of the arrows representing the
class 'a' echoes, the height of echo pulse an*, is less than that
of a, due to energy loss at the boundaries of region II. Each
time the incident sound reaches the back surface of region II,
a small fraction of it passesinto the water gap (region III) and
reverberates between adjacent regions II and IV, Each time a
sound packet returns to region II, a small fraction of its energy
is transmitted through it toward the transducer. These rays
are shown by broken lines in Figure 5 and emerge as a series
of signalsIabeled by b2,b3,. . at times 2(d2lcr+dJq),2(2dr/
Cz+dJC3),2(3d2/Cr+dJq), . . . where the term d3 is the
length of region III and C3 is the velocity of sound in region
iII.
Each time the 'a'type wave packet reaches the back surface
of region II it generates a water gap wave packet which, upon
returning to the region, adds energy to the 'b'series ofsignals.
Thus the class 'a' pulses decrease with time whereas the 'b'
series should actually increase with time, at least until it in
turn losesenergy to a'c'type wav6 train (not shown in Figure
5). Class 'c' echoesconsist of region II reverberations which
have traversed regior: III twice. However, because such a ray
passes from regions II and III four times, it loses most of its
tl8
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According to the definition of class and using our wave-path
'b'
ampiitudes
of
the
decompositionthe
echoesare
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One of the major advantages of this wave classification
schemeis that the class 'b'.amplitude increaseswhile class'a'
amplitude decreases.This increase is true for several reverberations, the exact numbers of which depend solely on the
characteristicsof region II (first thin layer). The effect of region
IV (support plate) is to changethe class'b'echoes by an o-plitude constant only.
In the specific casefor which regions I and III are water (this
is the situation in the tube/support structure) and using the
relationship between t;; and p;i, the b" given in Equation 9
becomes
(10)

b^:

n(L-

p2)2p2"-2ptn

wnete pv:p32:p.
Evaluation of the above equation yields the conclusion that
b" is iineariy related to the region IV characteristics (pu).fu
the inpedance of region IV increases, bn increases which is a
convenient situation for detection. Evaluation of b^ in terms
of n and p is more invoived. However, this can be accomplished
by investigating the marimum of class 'b' echoes in terms of
reverberation n 'mber n,
r A 6ln(I- pzlzrz"-zrtrt
(11)

:0

0n

0n

Hence, the solution n for which b^ is maxirnum can be determined from
n: -tl2logp
for integer n
{'t2)
The maximum value of b" varies according to the claracteristic impedance of region II reiative to regions I and III. The
reverberation is prolonged as the impedance of the thin layer
increases. On the other hand, for a thin layer of lower impedance, the strongest'b' echoesare the first few. A detailed evduation of this effect is presented in Ref. 7.
To verify the above analysis of reverberations in the tube/
support piate structure, a computer progrrm was developed
to simulate the output of a puise-echo ultrasonic system operating in an A-scan mode. Figure 6 shows simulated A-scans
of the tube/support plate structure for two different water gap
widtbs. The upper trace of Figure 6 presents the case where
'b' and 'c' echoes by an rmount less
the water gap delays the
than the reverberation time in the lnconel plate. In this plot,
'b' type
each class of echoes has a unique arrival time and the
echoescan be seengrowing with respect to the tlpe'a'echoes.
From this figure, the water gap size can be determined directly
by measuringthe time deiay between the type'a'and the type
'b' echoes.
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Figure 7-Ultrasonic transducer assembly.
The transducer used in these experiments has approximately
a 10 MHz bandwidth and a 20 MHz center frequency. The
spatial resolution (Ar?) of the transducer is inversely proportional to transducer bandwidth, thus.
(13)

l.@

Figure 1-Computer simulation of A-scansfrom the tube/sup'
port plate structure for two different water gap widths.

a'R-C/28

where C is the velocity of sound in the medium and B is the
bandwidth. For this transducer, the resolution is 10 mils in
Inconel which is smaller than the tube wall thickness, allowing
the reverberation echoes from the tube wall to be readily resolved. The A-scan resulting from the pulse-echo operation of
this transducer is digitized by so-pling at 100 MHz with a
Biomation 8100 transient recorder under microprocessorcontrol and stored for additional signal processing. Figure 8 shows
" -:
the overall system configuration.
:

The lower trace of Figure 6 shows that a much different type
of output is erpected when the water gap delay equais the
reverberation time within the Inconel tube wall. In this case,
the'b'type echoescannot be uniqueiy identified although their
presence is unmistakably shown by the rise of inverted echoes
as time increases.As expected, for a whole range of water gap
delays approximating the reverberation time in the Inconel,
it is not possible to directly measure the water gap width from
the A-scan. These plots clearly indicate that it is possibie to
promeasute the water gap width, although additiond signal
'a' and
cessing of the A-scan may be necessarywhen the class
'b' echoes are not resolvable.
class

DATA ACQUISITION

Figure 8-IJltrasonic pulse-echo imaging system showing
transducer orientation.

Experimental measurements were obtained by the transducei assembly shown in Figure ?. In order to avoid near field
characteristicsand multiple reflectionsbetweenthe transducer
and the tube wall, a delay path was introduced by using an
acoustical mirror. The mirror was mounted at a 45 degree angie
with respect to the transducer causing the deflected sound
wave to be perpendicular to the tube wall. During reception,
reverberation echoes from the tube wall and support plate
propagate back to the nirror and ate projected onto the transducer element.
The erperimental transducer element and mirror are rigidly
mounted in a housing which centers the transducer in tbe Inconel tube. The transducer housing has sliding seals which
allow the assenbly to be pushed along the tube or rotated on
its axis but which still secureiy holds the transducer in place
head is attached to a
during measurements. The transdqc-er
-easy
movement, and acwand which permits rapid insertion,
culate positioning of the pro6e by hand for Iaboratory measurements.

The digitized data has poor signal-to-noise ratio which is
basically due to the uncertainty in the timing of the sampling
interval, especially when operaiing at 100 MHz. Since the statisticai properties of the entire sa-pling process are unknown,
the reduction and compensation of the noise signal by filtering
would be quite difficult. However, by incorporating coherent
averaging, lhe signal-to-noise ratio of the measured signal was
improved signifi cantly.
Further signal processing-involved decomposition of class
'a', 'b', . . . Jchoei. Direct decomposition can be achieved by
a simple subtraction scheme. In addition to the echo signal
from ihe tube/support plate gap, the subtraction technique
also requires the c-oilectionof a reference signal from the stean
generator tube in a region away from the support plate assem'
f,ly. Generally the tubi and tubelsupport signals have the same
rtiiu"l ti-" (i.e. synchronized) which allows direct subtraction'
The subtraction technique works well only when the signal-toMatfiaE
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noise ratio is high and the referencesignal is closely matched
to ciass'a'echoes.

RESULTS
EXPERIMENTAL
To test the foregoing classification scheme and computer
simulation, we set up a test structure consisting of a flat 56
mil thick Inconel 600 plate, separatedby a water gap from a
much thicker carbon steel plare. This structure exactly simulates the inconel tube-support geometry of steam generato!
tubing (Figure 1) except for the fact that the simulation structure is flat whereas the Inconei tube-support plate is cylindrical. The reverberation pattern of this structure, when irradiated with a transducer of 20 MHz center frequency and
10 MHz bandwidth, is shown in Figure 9.
The upper A-scanin Figure 9 showsthe reverberationechoes
produced by just the 56 mii Inconel flat in a water bath. As
expected,the uniformiy spacedclass'a' echoesdecreasewith
time as energy ieaks from the reverberating wave packet into
the surrounding water bath. The center trace showsthe effec!
of positioning a flat carbon steel plate behind the Inconel flat
in such a way as to leavea water gap of approximately 10 mils.
In this trace, the beginning of the signal is dominated by class
'a' echoes.However,as the time advances,the class'b' echoes
'a'
emergeafter the class echoes.This processbecomesaccentuated around the 8th'b'echo as predicted by Equation 12.
Although the addition of the support plate introduces both
class 'b' and'c' type echoes,their exact location is not easiiy
resolved.By subtracting the referencesignal (upper trace), the
class'a'signa.lscan be rernoved,clearly revealing the Iocation
'b' and 'c' echoes.The bottom trace of Figure 9
of the ciass
shows the result of this simple processing. In this trace, the
inverted'b'type echoesare easiiyidentified and show the characterislic increase in rmpiitude with increasing time. FinaIIy,
the water gap width is determined from the measured delay
'a' echo and its associatedtype 'b' echo as shown
between type
in the figure.

Rcterence Signol (lnconcl flot)

lnconel + Supporl Ploie (Stcel flol)

Wolcr gop

tneasuretnent of the water gap in
Figure 9-Expeimental
planar rnodel o.f tube/support plate structure.
The potential of this technique for monitoring the growth
of magnetite in tube support plate holes is established by the
following measurements. The first series of tests, performed
on a length of steem generator tube mounted in a section of
carbon steei support plate, is presentedin Figure 10. The uppermost trace in this figure was obtaine{ by positioning the
transducer assembly within the tube, in a region away from
the support plate. After obtaining the reference signai, the
Inconel tube and transducer assembly were both slid throqgh
120
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Figure l1-Experimental measurementof water gap in tube/
support plate structure: Inconel tube 750 mil O.D., support
plate hole 765 mils.
the support piate hole until the transmitted ultrasound illuminated the center of the support plate hole. In these tests,
the transducer assembly remained stationary within the steam
generatortube to prevent changesin the transducerorientation
which might alter the reference signal.
The first trace of processeddata (secondtrace from the top)
represents the case of near contact between the support plate
and the tube. The water gap width in this case can be deter'a' echo
mined from tbe time separation between the nth type
of the reference signal (top trace) and the corresponding class
'b' echo of the processedsignai (second trace). Each of the
following tlaces were produced as the off axis position of the
tube was changed in the direction of increasing water gap
width. fhis series of experimental piots shows that changes
in the water gap width can easily be monitored with this technique with an accuracy of better than 1 nil, at least for this
idealized case.
The second set of experimental results, Figure 11, dispiays
the performance of the prototype system under more realistic
conditions. In this case,the Inconei tube was securelyheid in
piace, offset in the hole, so that at one point the outside of the
steam generator tube was in contact with the supporl plate.
This arrangement represents the worst case, in terms of tube
orientation, for this type of water gap measurement.
The uppermost trace in Figure 11 is again a reference signal
obtained away from the support plate intersection. After this
reference signa.lwas obtained, the transducer assembly was slid
along the inside of the Inconel tube to the support plate intersection arid then rotated. Each of the traces, 1 throug-h 8,
represents processed output from the prototype system obtained by rotating the transducer assembly by hand through
approxinately 45 degrees of arc. Thus, trace 1 is from a point
very near the point of contact between the tube and support
plate, and trace 9 was produced after a rotation of 360 degrees
or one complete revolution and corresponds to approximately
the same location as tr4ce 1. The broken vertical line in this
figure is drawn from the negative peak of the reference signal,
which is known to correspond to the outer surface of the steam
generator tube. If th distance between this plane and the
'b' echo is measured, the water gap width
iorresponding class
can bi determined directly.
The accuracy of our measurement technique is demonstrated
by the solid curve (nearest the broken line) which represents
the calculated water gap distance based on actual measurement
of the physicil dimensions of the support plate hole and tube
diameter. The agreement between the direct measurements
and the ultrasonii gap measurement is shown to be consistently
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Figure 1l-Experimental r.eosurement of water gap around
an offset steam generator tube, measurements at aDDroxLmately 45 degree interuals.

within I mil. The minor differencesthat do exist arb believed
due more to errors in setting the 45 degree angle of rotation
by hand than to the ultrasonic measurements t-hemseives.
Figure 11 also demonstrates another attractive feature of
this measurementscheme.When the exlerior tube wall is in
firm contact with the support plate, the class ,b'and class,c'
echoes disappear. This effect unmistakably identifies the case
where contact to the tube occurs. This same effect has also
been demonstrated in the case where the tube/support piate
crevice is blocked by magnetite.

SUMMARY
In this study a ciassification system for reverberation echoes
was developed to characterize the backscattered ultrasound
signals from structures consisting of discrete layers. This classification schemewas applied to the specific problem of water
gap meruiurement in nuciear reactor steam generators. Com_
puter simu-lations of the expected echo patteins, based on the

theoretical modei, were verified by experimental measurem€nts on a planar model of the tube/suirport plate structure.
These measurementssuggesteda secondsimpler classification
method suitable for this particuiar ltructure.
To extend this work to the actual steam generatorstructure,
a prototype broadband transducer assemblywas constructed.
Thrs assemblywas designed,tobe easilyand quickly positioned
by hand wlthln the Inconel tube at the support piate intersection and to provide great enortghresolution to easily resolve
reverberationswithin the tube wail.
Using this prototype transducer, experimental measurements were made demonstrating that a complete image of the
support plate hole couid be achievedby rotating the transducer
assembly in the tube. Applying a simple but effective signal
processingtechnique, the water gap width could be easily-resolved and directly measured to within approximately 1 mil.
In addition, the existence of contact between the tube and
slpport plate or of a magnetite filled gap can be instantlv
determjned by vistial inspectionof the processedoutput trace;.
Preliminary ddta suggeststhat similar accuracies*iU be possible in the case of gaps partiaily filied with masnetite.
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